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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A significant feature of our society is the unequal 

sharing of fruits of developnent by different strata. While 

certain groups have received favourable treatment and have 

become privileged, others remained backward. One of the 

most backward sections of India is its tribal p:>pulation 

,.,;hich occupies the lowest p:>sition on all fronts of develop.. 

ment i.e. social, economic and p:> li tical. 

The definition of the tribe haa: always been problematic. 

Social anthrop:>logists have tended to look for ideal tribes, 

1 h the sense of isolated, economically backward, self -

s uff i ci ent Communi ti es, with a we 11 defined p:>li tical, 

linguistic and cultural boundary where stratification to 

absent etc. Such defini ~ons tend to view tribes as static 

Communities. However~ there has always been some kind of 

interaction between the tribal Cor:munities and wider society 

which has brought about a number of changes in tribal society. 

What is important for us is the element of change in the 

tribal society, particularly that which has followed from 

exogenous forces slX:h as urbanisation, industrialization 

. and modern means of communication. A number of changes 

are tak.i ng place in tribal Communi ties • :&'or instance, 

stratification, though in its incipient form, has been observed 



in oo st of the tribal societies except for a few r:tOmadic 

tribes. The ownership of land, for instance, is an impOrtant 

criterion of stratification in a tribal society and distinc

tion on the basis of wealth and occupation are visible 

(Betei lle~ 1977 • 14; Shah G hanshyam1 1979a 464; Pathy; 1984{122) • 

Thus, t.here is hardly, any real tribe in today' s India, in 

anthrop:> logical sense of the term - what we find are tribes 

in transition (Majumdar, 19371 Beteille, 19771 Desai, 19771 

Dube, 1977·) • 

The str t.eture of tribal economy in Madhya Pradesh is 
is 

based on traditional agriculture andjoperated with primitive 

tools and implements, household industries without being 

Commercialized, 1nvolvemE¥nt of trib4~s in the form of uns1<:1.lled .l 

' labour in mining, quarrying, forestry, livestock, fisheries, 

hunting etc. from which rrore than 90 percent of workers.~ 

derive their livelihood. The other avenues cf work su::h as 

manufacturing industries other than household, Construction, 

trade and Conmerce, transport and storage, and other activities 

taken together engage less than 10 percent of the workers. 

The poor involvement of tribal workers in the secondary and 

tertiary sectors of the economy denotes the backwardness of 

tribal economy on the one hand and insignificant role of rrodern 

occupations in their economic life on the ether. 

The reason for such a depressing state of economy can 

be traced to a number of factors which include poverty, 

exploitation by money- lenders etc. Their low level of 



literacy and p:>or level of education are also emphasized as 

im.Portant reasons for the backwardnesS of the tribal people. 

In the Indian context formal education has been seen as an 

important instrlJllent of change and status enhancement for 

scheduled tribes by policy makers. One of the important 

gover nrnental programmes for tribal developnent in k=Cst

independent India has been education. Along with program~s 

of education, there have also been industrial! zation, 

urbanization, development of modem means of ~mmunication, 

admini stl: ation etc. These factors have set in process of 

change in these Communi t1 es ' one of the important changes 

is the creation of new occupational opJ;:Ortunities. What 

was characteristic feature of roost of these occupations was 

that formal education was essential to avai 1 of them. Thus 

the introduction of formal education in tribal society can 

be seen as a new avenue of status improvema1t as distinct 

from the traditional indices of status. 

It was assumed that education would help the tribals 

shift from traditional occupations to l"l'Cdern occupations, 

thereby, leading to enhancement of their socio-economic 

status. In other words, mobility of the tribal people tended 

to be seen as the shift from traditional agricultural 

occupations to occupations in the modern sector of the economy. 

While this is a general trend of understanding in many 

official docunents, there are very few studies which have 

analysed the sPread of education among tribes and the kind of 



occupations that are being taken up by tribal pGOple. 

In order to examine this assumption properly, we w1 11 

make an indepth study of tho gromh of education among sch~ulEd 

tribes as well as movement of scheduled tribca& from the 

traditional occupations to ""dern occup&tions. In addition, 

even the kind of occupations they enter in modern sector of 

the economy are im}X)rtant. 

The scheduled tribes are late-eomers in the field of 

formal education. They tl(!re deprived of education for 

cent. uri es. Fo.rmal education and sUbsequent occupations arG no\1 

being emphasized by the government for the advancement of 

the scheduled tribes and for their integration in the national 

economic and cultural mainstream. 

'l'able I 

Literacy Rate Among Scheduled Tribes And General 
Population at All India Lsyel in 196L1971.and 198! 

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Community 1961 1971 

- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
General Population 24 .o2 29.45 

- -
1981 

- -
36.02 

-

-

Scheduled Tribeo 8.54 11.30 16.25 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
Sources Census of India, 1961, 1971 and 1981. 

-
-

-



As can be seen from the Table I the U teracy rate 

among the scheduled tribes has b62n very low in comparison 

to non-tribals, over the years. Though the growth rate of 

11 teracy among the scheduled tribes is faster than that 

of the general ~pulation, still the gap is very wide 

between the tribal JX>Pulation and the non-tribal populations 

in terms of literacy rate. Scholars who have ana lysed 

inequal.i t1. es in education among the tribes have focussed 

on the factors which are constraints in the spread of education. 

These structural constraints are such as ecological which is 

defined in terms of geogra!*lica 1 barriers, socio-economic 

status at the family level and the internal structure of 

school system (Rathnaiah, 1977; Sujatha, 1987; Shyamlal, 

1987); For instance, one of the important ecological 

constraints which hinders the spread of literacy and education 

a~ng the schedule::t tribes is the spread of educational 

facilities. It is commonly accepted that socio-economic 

conditions of the family have their impact on the educability 

of the children. And finally, the school as a system also 

works as a major structural constraint which hinders the grol1th 

of literacy and education among triba 1 chi ldren • For 

instance, tribal education suffers because the school system 

in terms of language and the content of education is not 

adapted to the needs of tribal social str u::tu.re and local 

·conditions prevailing thereu}X)n. 



There is a misconceived notion regarding the relation

ship T..,.hi ch exists between ed•.J:aticn and occupational mobi 11 ty. 

Thus it be::omes necessary to dwell on occupational mobi 11 ty, 

after dealing ,..,i th the problem of "Inequality of ~ducational 

Opportunity" in order to show what kind of relationship does 

exist bet,.,.een education and occupational mobility. 

When we speak of occupational mobility we mean a shift 

from one occupation to another occupation. In Hi Uer and 

Fcrm' s study ( 1964) this phenomenon has been called 

'individual Career mobility'. The shift of occupations can be 

considered at two levels, shift within the generation and 

shift within two or more generations. 

This study attempts to analyse the growth of education 

and occupational mobility among sched•.1led tribes in a 

specific area, namely, Madhya Pradesh. We have chosen t-1adhya 

Pradesh, oot only because the state has the largest 

concentration of tribal J:X)pulation but also it is inhabited 

by major tribes cf India. r\ccording to 1981 census scheduled 

tribes comprise 23% of the total };X:)pulation of the state. 

The tribal people belong to fifty-eight Communities. The 

major tribes are the Gbnds, the Bhills, the Oraons, the 

Kols, the Baigas, the Halbas etc• The most n·Jr.lerically 

dominant tribes of r1adhya Pradesh are Bhi ls anc3 Gonds who 

account, for 19.02 and 38.41 percent of the total tribal 

population of Madhyd Pradesh respectively (Census 1971) • 
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Our stu:Jy wOuld comprise of two partss In the first, 

we wi 11 analyse the growth of formal ed·.ICa.tion in tribal 

Madhya Pradesh. It wOuld also make a comparison between 

tribes and non-tribes in terms of growth and expansion of 

ed•.1cation. And this comparison wo•.1ld be made with the help 

of i ndi.cators such as literacy rate, enrollment rate, spread 

of ed•.1cational facilities,representdtion of sched·.Iled tribes 

in different educational institutions. 

The second part of our stwy would analyse the 

occupational mobility among sched•.1led tribes of Madhya Pradesh. 

Occupational mobility would be studied in terms of movement 

of tribals from traditional occupations to rrodern occupa

tions. Besides, we would also try toe xamine the nature of 

mobility among tribes - whether it 1 s horizontal or vertical. 

The analysis of educntion and occupational mobility among 

the sched'.lled tribes of Madhya Pradesh would be done at two 

levels. 1'\t macro-level, it \o.Ould be the analysis of education 

and occupational mobility among the schedule] tribes of Madhya 

Pradesh as a whole. 1'\nd at micro-level, it would be the 

analysis of education and ccc'.l:pdtional mobi 1i ty among the 

scheduled tribes of Bastar and Jhabua districts of Madhya 

Pradesh. 
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The theoretical model which we are going to use 

to analyse the problen of inequality of educational opp:>r

tunity, believes that differential educational achievements 

among the different sections of a society arise mainly due 

to three sets of str~.J::tural factors whic:h are as followsa 

(a) the ecological factors at the community and group levelt 

(b) the socio-economic status at the family lerel; and 

(c) internal str tJ: ture of the school- system. 

Sources of Datal 

Our work is primarily based on secondary sources. 

These include (1) Monographs and field st•.1dies; (ii) Government 

reports and docunents; (iii) Census of India; (iv) All 

India Edu:::ational Surveys. 



CHAPTER II 

~CATION AND OCCUPATIONAL K:>BILITY - A REVIE\'1 OF' LITERATURE 

Occupational rnobi lity is an integral part of the wider 

precess of social rrobi li ty. Bendix and ld.pset define social 

rrobi li ty as "the process by which individuals move from one 

position to another in society; positions, which by general 

consent have been given specific hierarchical roles (Bendix 

and Lipset' 1959' 1-2) ". According to Morrish, the social 

moni li ty is basically the rrovement of individuals from one 

social posi ticn to another. This movement may be up or down, 

between the classes in any social hierarchy or stratification 

(vertical rrobi li ty) or it may occur within a particular 

social class (horizontal mobility) (Morrish, 19721 145). 

The interrelationship between education and social 

stratification has been on the forefront of sociology of 

education ever since the end of Second WOrld War. During 

the last three decades scholars have tried to under stand the 

relationship between education and occupation in order to 

highlight the role of education in the drama of social 

mobility ( Banks,197 8' 39) • The postulates under lying the 

thesis c f a positive relationship between education and 

upward mobility may be briefly summarised as follows. 

Occupation becomes the main if not the scle basis of social 

stratification 1 one the one hand, the occupation of an 



individual will reflect his education, values and previous 

personal associates, on the other hannd, it will strongly 

influence his current personal associates, income1 job 

security, wcr'king conditions, the wealth which he can 

acclJllulate and the life style which he can afford and choose ••• 

The occupations thenselves wi 11 contribute to the social 

honour bestowed upon the occupant, independently of these 

other more specific dimensions of economic and status 

power which the occupations may reflect and produce (HopJ:er, 

1971: 16) ." Hence, the hierarchy of brood o-ecuPa.tional 

categories is 'serviceable as a rough and ready gUide to 

over a 11 differences in socio-economic IX>si tion, so far as 

the bulk of the population goes• (Westergaard and Resler, 

197 55 288) • 

In such & •credenti. al society', as Collins ( 1979) 

label it, entry into a large range of occupations is restric

ted to trose who have acquired the requisite qualification. 

Generally, those at or near the apex of the occupational 

hierarchy will have more education than those at the bottom 

(Collins, 1977' 118-19). •Data on more than sixty countries ••• 

show that a soci ety• s occupationa 1 differentation exhibits 

scbotantial positi·.,e correlation with the level of education.' 

(Blau,1976: 243). 

Besides conferring social status through occupational 

placement, education has a status value in itself, for it has 
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traditionally been a status symbo 1. This is what 

H a vi g h ur s t ( 19 61 : 113) terms the ' s ymbo li c • v a 1 u e of 

education as different from its '£ unctional' val•.1e in 

the context of occupational placemmt and social mobility. 

As the educational system is the channel for social 

mobility other things remaining the same, the rate of 

growth of education can be taken as an indicator of vertical 

mobility. There is no dearth of empirical support for this 

thesis. A nLiltber of studies cond.ueted on social mobility in 

the West have highlighted the crucial role of education. 

Hall and glass• study ( 1954' 291-307) in Groat. Britain aad 

that of centers (1949) in the USA, though varying in details, 

substantially };Oint to the same direction '"Within lower 

status groups a child is more likely to be socially mobile 

if he has a superior education, and at the same time a 

superior edtX:ation lessens the possibility of downward 

mobility for those in the high status group." (Banks,1976: 

4 3) • 

Blau and Duncan ( 1967 s 403) in their major study 

of the n.merican occ upatio.na 1 str :.tCture have argued that 'educa

tion exerts the strongest direct effect on occupational 

achievements' and that 'roost of the influence of social 

crigins on occupational achi wements is me::Uated by education 

and early experience. This thesis is also supported by 

Sewe 11 and Hauser • s ( 197 5) • 
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On the basis of the available proof, several social 

scientists have foreseen educational achievement having 

a far greater impact on occupational achievement. 

Havighurst (1961' 119-20)' predicts that the industrial 

and democratic society of the year 2000", will be even tmre 

open and fluid than the rn:lSt highly industrialised society 

today, so that education wi 11 be the main instrument for 

upward mobi 1i ty and lack of education or failure to do 

well in one's education will be the principal cause of 

downward roo bi 1i tY)/ 

Husen (1974) predicts a 'learning society' where the 

educational credent! al wi 11 be· dem:::lcracy• s substitute for 

ascriptive social prerogative. 

However, the above thesis and the evidence given in 

its support have not gone unchallanged. It was Anderson 

( 19 61) who struck perhaps the first sceptical note in his 

well known controversial paper. Reanalysing the separate 

sets of data concerning education and mobility in Britain, 

the United States of America and Sweden, he argued that 

"while education certainly influence a man• s chances to 

move •.1pward or downward, only a relatively rrodest part of 

all mobility is linked to education 11
, and therefore, 

"ed•.1caticn is but one of many factors influencing mobi 11 ty, 

and it may be far from a dominant f actor 0 (Ander oon, 1961: 

17 1 and 17 6) • 
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Jencks and his associates (1973) have also echoed 

Anderson• s scepticism. By t~ay of concluding their asa-!~.tnJ 

of occupational inequall ty in America they observe that 

'while occupational status is more closely related to 

educo.tiona 1 attainment than to anything else we can measure, 

there are sti 11 enormous status diffctrences among p30ple 

with the same amount of education'. They have drawn attention 

to the part played by random factors, t1hich th<ry inappro

I%iately call •luck' (Jencks, et al 19731 8-9 and 191). 

The remarkable point to be noted here is that neither 

Ander son nor Jencks and his associates deny the inf luGnce of 

edu::ation on occupation, but they only give stress on its 

llmi tations as the sole or complete explanation of differ

ential occupational achievement. 

Boudon (1974s 13-15), a French sociologist has also 

made an im}X)rtant contribution to this Une of thought. 

His review of the level of educational attainrn3nt and 

mobil! ty has led him to conclude that s aexcept l.mder very 

special conditions which are unlikely to be met, a highly 

meri tocratic socl ety will not necessarily give to those 

who have reached a high level of education ncre chances of 

promotion or fewer chances of demotion than those whose 

level of education is lower". He bell eves that this apparent 

paradox iS derived from two circunstances S nFirst, since 



if 
those who obtain a high lerel of education nDre frequently 

have a higher background, they have to climb still higher 

in the hierarchy of social status in order not to experience 

demotion, second, one consequence of this discrepancy 

between educational and social structure is that even under 

a high degree of meritocracy, people with the same level 

of education will reach different soc! a 1 status. • Hence, 

he thinks, •even if a soc! ety has a strong tendency toward 

granting the best social .POsitions to those who are better 

educated, education may have no apparent influence on 

mobility•. Bou<bn (1977s 195) has further argued that 

•there 1 s no reason to expect that a considerable increase 

in educational demand, which is occuring in industrial 

societies is connected to an increase in social nobi U ty 

even if accompanied as it certainly is, by a reduction in 

unequal educational opportunity". 

Thus the dict~.n that education is the key in the process 

of upward social mobility has been belied to a large extent. 

On the other hand, a new kind of fact has come to the ll~ht 

that the educational system is a significant metchanism which 

contributes to the • reproduction• of the existing social 

structure (Bowles and Gintis, 1976, Bourdieu. 1974; Passerson 

1977). ~<>reover, ti'le educational system is guilty of 

legitimizing and perpetuating existing social inequalities 

( Bourdieu, 19741 Bowles, 1977) • 



There are sev~ral aspects of the role of education 

as a mechanism of social reproduction and an important 

aspect among them is what iS known as • unequal education' 

or inequality of educational opp:,rtunities, i.e, differences 

in level of educational attainment according to social 

background (Boudon,1974' xi). 

However, on the basis of the conceived relationship 

between education and occupational mobility, the government 

has given due attention towards the educational development 

of the economically, socially and educationally backward 

communities of our society. Therefore, it becomes necessary 

for us to locate· pr0perly the place of education in the 

process of mobility of these communities particularly those 

of scheduled tribes. 

There are some structural constraints which are seen 

to have been responsible for the low rate of growth of 

literacy and education among schedu1 aj tribes. These 

structural constraints can be broadly divided into three 

categori es-

(i) Ecological Constraints: 

( ii) Socio-economic constraints; and 

(iii) Internal struct'..lre of school as a constraint. 

Some cf the important ecological constraints which 

hinder the spread of literacy and edocation among the 



scheduled tribes are relatively isolated nature of the 

trihal inhabitants, the difficult geographical barriers 

and the spread of educational facilities (Rathnaiah, 1 ~7; 

Suj atha, 1987; Shyam~al,l987). Por instance, RepOrt 

of the Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes Comrrd ssion 

( 19 62), the Backward Class Conmi ssion ( 1956) and L.R.N. 

Srivastava (1962) have made it clear that the slow and 
·~ 

tardy progress of education among the tribes in India 

is due to inadequate schooling facilities for these 

communities. 

It is commdnly accepted that socio-economic 

conditions of the family have their impact on the 

educability of the children. Most of the tribes are very 

poor and economically backward. Thus the sending of 
to schools 

their childrenC:::is mainly guided by the economic factor, 

because their children start working from the very early 

age. They think that 1 f they send their children to the 

school, they will be losing, an earning hand. Therefore, 

the poverty and economic backwardness, size of the £ami ly 

are some of the imp:>rtant socio-economic constraints which 

determine the educability of tribal children (Ambasht, 19701 

Srivastava, 1971; Rathnaiah, 1977; Suj atha ,1987; Shyamlal, 

1987). For instance, T.B. Naik (1969) pointed out that it 

was the upper strata of the society which got the maximun 

educ aticnal bene£1 t or which got educated. (Rathnaiah, 1977" 
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Shah & Patel, 1985). The size of the family has .also 

affected the tribal education. It has been found that 

educated ones often come from large size £ami lies 

(Naik, 1969; Rathnaiah, 1977; Sujatha, 1987). 

The school as a system also works as a major 

structural constraint which hinders the growth of literacy 

and education among tribal children. It is ganerally 

recognised that educational expansion is also a function of 

the structure of the school system. It is found that 

there is a gap between the tribal social system and the 

schoo 1 system. And it is seen that tribal education 

suffers because the schoo 1 system in terms of language 

and the content of education is not adopted to the needs 

of trit.al social structure and local conditions prevailing 

thereupon. Thus, owing to the alien nature of the content 

of education, language and the poor qual.ity of instruction 

at the primary level of school, most of the tribal students 

1:1ere experiencing difficulties in certain subjects like 

U1gllsh, Mathematics, Genera.l Scimce etc. (Dhebar Cornrrd.ssio~ 

1962; Sachchidananda,l967: Bernstein,l961; Rathnaiah,1977; 

S uj atha, 1987) • That is why Renuka RaY. Comrrd. ttee ( 1959) 

has emphasized the need to make the language of the tribO 

t'he medi un of instruction. 

It has been :r;:oi nted out that one of the main 

causes for the high drop out rate in the tribal areas at 
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the primary stage is the curriculun (M. Rebellow,1978). 

Some of the studies have highlighted the problems 

of primary education for tribals particularly in the 

areas of stagnation, wastage, getting right type of 

teachers etc. The important reasons given for wastage and 

stagnation were the lack of encouragement given to the 

students by their parents, the lack of continued interest 

of the teachers in the students, the poor economic conditions 

and the medi ll1l cf instruction (Dhebar Commission, 1962; 

N .K. 1'\mbasht, 1970; Si ta Top~, 1979) • 

The youth dormitory Dh'.l'llkuria has served as an 

educational lnstitution among the oraons of Bihar. 

What is Jipecial about this traditional educational 

institution is that it is fast dying out due to various 

factors of cultural change and is being replaced by 

modern school and colleges (Sachchidanand~ 1958; Sita 

Topr:o, 1979) • 

It has been found that the states having the 

higher literacy rate in general population also have 

higher literacy in tribal population, The case of Madhya 

Pradesh can be cited in thisr regard. Madhya Pradesh 

is considered as one of the educationally backward states of 

India. Reason being, its literacy rate of general population 

( 27 .e7 percent) is lower than that of ~11 India average 

(36.02 p~cent). Similarly its literacy rate of tribal 

population (10.68 percent) is lower than that of nll India 
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average ( 16.25 percent) (A.B. Bose, 1970; Census of 

India, 1981) • 

On the basis of survey of literature, we are in a 

position to draw the following cone lusiom s 

(i) These has been a pau:i ty of research on tribes 

in general and education and occupational mobility in 

partie ular. 

(ii) Some of the stUdies have focussed on a pCltticular 

tribe. The limitation of soch type of studies has b·ee'l 

that these studies have not been able to make an inter

tribal comparison, in terms of education and occupational 

mobility. Since the tribe is not a monolithic entity, 

therefore soch type of comparison is essential. 

(iii) And finally, most of the stUdies did not tou.:::h UIX)n 

the interaction between the school and home erNiromnent and 

its effect on the educabi 11 ty of tribal children. 
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CHAPTER III 

INEQUALITY OF EDUCATipNAL OPPORTUNITY 

This chapter analyses the nature of inequality 

of educational opportunity betwem tribals and non-tribals 

&s well as among tribals themselves in Madhya Pradesh. 

14. teracy, enrollment and provision of educational 

facilities are seen as important indicators of inequaU ty 

. of edu::ational opportunity. AD attempt would be made 

to analyse the problEm of 1 nequali ty of educational 

opportUJli ty in terms of structural variables such as 

ecological censtraintsl socio-economic constraints aAd 

school system as a constraint. The problems of !aequali ty 

of educational opportunity will be dealt with at two levels, 

i.e., macro as well as micro. For the purpose of macro

level study our un1 t of analysis would be Madhya Pradesh 

as a whole and for the purpose of micr•-level study, 

our URi t of analysis would be Bastar and Jhabua d1 stricts 

of Madhya Pradesh. 

Oae of the important 1 nsti tuticans of Goads ef Bastar 

has been 1 ts traditional system of education which 1 a 

kDowa as 'd'lotul•. It was a bisexual youth dermi~ry 
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where the }"Duth of both sexes spsnt their evenings 

and slept at night. The 'Ghotul played two major roles 

ill tribal society. Firstly, it has been socializing the 

tribal children and mald.ng them acquainted ""i th the 

tribal culture. Sec~gdly, it has alae prePared thea 

children fQr their adult role. Besides, Gflt3tnl t1as a 

place '\1herca the ~uth were initiated into the mysteries ef 

sex. The yo ucg folk \1ere their owa masters in a G ~tul. 

!(f. ~That is tlhy El..t.a calls it a 'children's Ropublic' 

~'\- ; fY (El\1in, 1947). Similarly, the institutioR of the ~uth 
~~ · cbrmitory, p:>pularly lat:>wn as 'Dhumkuri&' has been very 

popular a~ng the Ora:Dns of Chotanagpur in tribal Bih&r. 

Though much litorature is not available on the t.raditioftal 

system of education but what 1 s notable about thes& 

instituti<nls is that with the introduction of westero 

educaticnn, they began lesing their significance. 

The growth of western education emong tho tribals 

was tardy before indepodeoce. Accordil.og to 1931 CetlSus 

percentage of literacy among the tribals was as lot~ as 

o. 7 percent as compared to general 11 teracy rate of 8.3 

per cent. The position of education among tribal "tmmen 

was still t-:erse1 their Utcaracy rate in 1931 being 0.2 

percent as compared to the general female literacy of 2.3 

perc eat. While there is 11 ttlo reference to early 

education among tribes of Madhya Pradesll, it is possiblca 

that anong the reasORS for poor literacy rates are the 
l)l~) 



inaccassibili cy and renoteneps of areas inha.bi ted by 

tribala~lack of interest shown by thG Britich Govemment 

in India to\iards the socio-u:onomic devolopnmt of 

tribal people etc. Accounting for the difficult! es in 

promoting education among tribes, Verrier Elwin, omitlasised 

that for a tribal family, to send its grotm-up boys and 

girls to school is essentially a matter r:1 economics and 

involves dislocation in the traditional pattorn of 

division of labour. Girls give every ld.nd of help to 

their mothers at home and boys work in the field with their 

parents {Elwin, 1963). 

It also appears that the role of v&rious m1 ssionaries 

has been very limited in the developnent of tribal education 

in Madhya Pradesh. In fact, literature available on 1he 

subject hardly mentions the <Dntributt.on 1bat missionaries 

may have made tc education in tribi)l Madhya Pradesh. 

On the other hand, in states like Bihar and in the North 

East early education in tribal p:>ckets can largely be 

traced to the efforts of missionaries (German, Lutheran 

and Roman Catho lie) in the late 19th century. 

Post-indeF>3ngepce Era 

The government of India has sho\111 a keen interest 

in the all-round development of one of the most backward 

communi ties, namely, scheduled tribes of our society. In 



pursuanco of this policy, a number of provisions have 

been inserted into the constitution of India, with a 

view to abolish all forms of discriminations and bring 

these groups at par with others. The constitution directs 

that the state shall pxomote 'tlith special care the 

education and economic interests of the weaker sections 

of people and in particular, of scheduled casts and tho 

scheduled tribes and shall protect them from social inj us

tice .and all forms of exploitation (Art 45) • Art 15 e.nd 

16 are also amended to lay down that nothing in these 

articles shall prevent the state from mald.ng special proviatona · 

for the advancement of any socially or educationally 

backward classes of citizens or for the scheduled castes 

and scheduled tribes (Art. 15 (iv) and 16(v)) • 

Even after having all thes~ constitutional p~visions 

and efforts made by the government for the educational 

developnEnt of trihal people, the basic question 'tlhich 

arises ' has there been any substantial ioprovement 

of sehoduled tribe otudents in terms of educational 

op}X)rtunities available to them? And this question can 

be answered in terms of educational op~rt un1 t.1 es which 

should not be measured by educational facilities and finan

cial aid alone but by literacy rates, enrollment and spread 

0 f educational facilities of the tribes in comparison to 

non-tribes • 
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According to 1981 census, the literacy rate for the 

M • .f. general ~pulation was 27 .fn percent. The scheduled 

tribes arnong whom only 10.68 percent are literate lag 

far behind the general !X)pulation. In the last twenty years, 

Table I 

Literacy Rate Among Scheduled Tribes and general JX)pulation 
in Madhya Pradesh in 1961. 1271 and 1981 

- - - - - - - - - - - -

Communities 1961 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
_I2 E~c!O:a2e __ 

1971 1981 

- - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Gen€:ral Population 17 .1 

Schoouled Tribes 5.10 

22 .14 

7.62 

27.87 

10.68 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~·gee' Census of India, 1961, 1971 and 1981. 

the literacy rate of scheduled tribes has barely doubled 

(Table I) • Another thing which can be inferred from Table I 

is that the growth in the 11 teracy rate of scheduled tribes 

has been faster than that of the gene.ral population. 
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Table II 

Percentage of Total Tribal Population and 1d. teracy 
Rate of Bhi ls and Gonds in 1971 (Madhya Pradesh) 

Tribe % of total tribal 
population 

Literacy Rate 

1971 1981* 

- - - - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Gonds 

Bhils 

38.41 

19.02 

9 .o2 

3. 71 

* Literacy Rate of Individual Tribe not available in 1981. 

Source' Census o £ Indi. a, 197 1. 

The wide gap ex1. sts not only between tribes and 

non-tribes in terms of literacy rate but also arrong 

-jifferent tribes. Table II shows· that the Bhils are 

lagging fat' behind the Gonds in terms of literacy rate. 

Thus, 1 t can be said that inequall ty of educational 

opportunity operates at various levels. 

There has been an impact of urbanization and indus-

trialization on tribal education in India• In urban areas 

there is a diversification of the economy in trade professions 

and occupations which requires literacy and education. 
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Urban areas also have better educational f aci 11 ties. 

That is why we find larger literacy rates and enrollment 

in the urban areas than in the rural areas whose economy 

is leas diversified and predominantly agrarian in nature. 

Table III shows that maintaining the general 

trend, literacy rates in Madhya Br~desh are much higher 
with 

in the urban areas in comparison rural areas. The 

si<.Jlificance of the above trend lies in the fact that 

according to 1981 census, less than 10 percent of the scheduled 

Tribes in Madhya Pradesh reside in the urban areas. Now 

the point which is notable and relevant in th~s regard 

is, to what extent the government educational progranunes 

benefitted the 90 percent tribals who reside in the rural 

areas of Madhya Pradesh. 

'£Able III 

Rural and Urban .td teracy Rates Among the Scheduled Tribes 
of MCMJhxa Pr a_gefth in 197 t and 1991 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In Percentage 

Communities 1971 1981 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Scheduled 'l'r 1 bes 

Rural 7.39 10.05 

Urban 21.12 27.62 

Total 7.62 10.68 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
So!Jf£es Census of India 1971, 1981. 
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The comparison of enrollment ratio of scheduled 

tribes with the enrollment ratio of general iXlPUlation 

provides an important tool through which one can study 

the educational problems of tribes. 

Taq!e IV 

Enrollment Ratio of General Population and Scheduled Tribes 
at C1assea I - V and VI - VIII in variogs yeArs in Madhya Pra<aesh 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -Classes I-V (Age groups Classes VI-VIII (Age groups 
Year 6-11 ;!eat"§~ li-14 l!illt:ll 

General Scheduled Genera Scheduled 
Population Tribes Population Tribes 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
1979 --oo 63.1 40.3 30-6 10.1 

1982-83 7 5.6 54.1 33.5 13.7 

1983-84 80.3 59 .a 35.0 15.5 

1984-85 82.3 64.5 36.2 15.9 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - .. - - -

Source' Selected Educational Statistics, Ministry of 
Education and Culture, Planning, Monitoring 
and Stati sties Division, Government of India, 
1980-81, 1983-84, 1984-85, 1985-86. 

Table IV shows that there is a wide gap between 

scheduled tribes and non-scheduled tribes in terms of 

Enrollment ratios at both the educational levels li.e. classes 

I - v and Classes VI -VIII) • The gap between the tribes 

and non-tribes is much wider in terms of enrollment ratios 
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at the level of classes VI - VIII. Though. there has been 

a continuous improvement in enrollment ratios of scheduled 

tribes over the years, the fact remains that the scheduled 

t-ribes still lag far behind the non-scheduled tribes in 

terms of enrollment ratios. 

There is no doubt about it that literacy is an 

imJ,X>rtant indicatcr of the educational sit'.lation of the 

scheduled tribes in Madhya Pradesh, but it tells us a only 

about the access to educational op}X>rtuni ties. If we want 

to examine further the disparity in educational opl):)rtuni ties 

between the tribals oad non-tribals, we wi 11 have to study 

enrollment at different levels in educational institutions 

and in different courses particularly at higher levels of 

education which are directly or indirectly 11 nked up with 

better job opJ;:Ortuni ties. 

Two important things can be inferred from Table \1 

First of all, we find that within the non-professional 

as well as professional courses, when we move from the 

the under graduate stage to;post-graduate, there is a decrease 

in enrollment of scheduled tribes in Madhya P~adesh, which 

is well within the general ~end found-at all India level. 

Secondly, when we make a comParison between non-professional 

and professional courses at under-graduate as well as post

graduate levels in terms of enrc llment of scheduled tribes,. 



Table Y. 

Enrolment in Non-professional and Professional Courses at 
under-graduate as well as post graduate level in Madhya 
Pradesh, in 1978 - 79. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -
Under-Graduate 

Post-Graduate 

Non-l'rof essional 

Total 

- - - - -

1, 36,353 

( 18, 26, 500) 

21, 604 

(2,15,812) 

Scheduled 
Tribes 

- - -

5, 128 

( 32,40 5) 

657 

(3,263) 

- - -

% to 
Total 

- - -
4.62 

(1.79) 

3 .o4 

( 1. 58) 

- - - - -

( 

Professional 

Total 

- - - - - -
34,156 

4,67,087 

1, 788 

( 33, 250) 

) 

Scheduled 
Tribes 

712 

( 5 .277) 

3 

( 137) 

%to 
Total 

- - -
2.20 

( 1.32) 

0.22 

( 0 • 50) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
All India l''igure in Parentheses 

Sources Facilities to scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in Universities and Colleges: 
A Rep:>rt by OOC Scr Cell, 1978-79. 
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it iS found that their representation in professional 

courses is very JX)Or. However, if we make a comparison 

between tribal and non-tribal students'in non-professional 

courses as well as professional courses at under-graduate 

and post-graduate levels, we get a very gloany picture 

about the tribal education as such. 

~reover, the minor representation of scheduled tribe 

students in professional courses, diminishes their job 

oP:t:Ortuni ties, because professional courses provide a 

better chance for getting a good job having higher socio

economic status. 

Bastar is predominantly rural and tribal district 

\11th 68 of its 1981 JX>pulation, baing tribal. The district 

is educationally backward. we wi 11 try to study the 

educational problems of Bastar tribals from two different 

angles. First of all, we will make a comparative study of 

tl«) predominantly tribal districts, Jhabua (its tribal 

population constitutes 83 per cent of the total JX>pulation 

of the district) and Bastar in terms of educational situation 

of tribes. And this m 11 provide a good enople of 

inter-regional variations in tribal education. Secondly, 

we will also try to compare Bastar district with Madhya 

Pradesh as a unit, wherever p:)ssible. 
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Table VI 

.Lt. teracy Rate Among Scheduled Tribes of Bastar and 
Jhabua districts in Madhya Pradesh in 1971 and 1981 

- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - ---------
In percentage 

- ~ ~ . - - - - - - -- - - ~ - - - - ~ - - ... - - -
Year Bastar Jhabua - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 

1971 

1981 

4.2 

7.4 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ -
Source' Census of India 1971 and 1981. 

we can infer from the Table VI that both the 

districts namely, Bastar and Jhabua are educationally 

backward. Thel.r tribal literacy rates are 7.4 and 4.1 

in 1981 respectively as against the state•s tribal 

U teracy rate of 10.68 per cent. we find that tribals are 

lagging far behind the non-tribals in terms of literacy 

rate. Not only that but also the tribals in the differEtnt 

regions of the state differ with each other in the field 

of education. For instance, trihals d. llhabua is lagging 

fer behind the tribals of Bastar district in terms of 

U teracy rate (Table VI) • One of the factcrs which most 

probably could be r es!X)nsible for this i a •h• backwardness 
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of Jhabua in terms of spread of educational facilities 

particularly at the primary schools/sections level in 

comparioon to Bastar. 

Education has been taken as an important input in 

tribal developnent and in the various Five Year Plans enhanced 

allocations are b~ng made for tribal education. Various 

kinds of special incentives and facilities have also 

been provided with a view to enabling these groups to 

avai 1 the educational faci li t1 es. As a result of it, 

U teracy rates of scheduled tribes improved to a considerable 

extent. Enrollment has also gone up at ~arious levels of 

edte ation. However, the gap between the scheduled tribes 

and non-schedul e:l tribes conti. nues to be wide not only 

in literacy but also in enrollmEnt. The enrollment percen

tage of scheduled tribes of successive leotel of education 

becomes lower and lower and drop out rates continue to be 

higher (Table IV & V) • So far as higher education is 

concerned, the pro}X)rtion of scheduled tribes in prestigious 

professional courses continue to be low. 

Th <: continued low uti 11 zation of tiaci li ties by the 

tribals can be explaine:l both in terms of external constraints

ecological and socio-economic as well as intemal constraints 

of the schoo 1 systems such as structure of school system, 

organisation, content and 111edi l..1'n of instruction and method 
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of teaching etc. rn the process, ":e would be dealing 

with the causes of inequality of educational opJ:.Ortuni ty. 

The theoretical model which we have adopted for analys

ing the problem of inequality of educational opp;)rtunity 

bell eves that differential educational attaimnents among 

the different sections of a society arise mainly due to 

three sets of strt.J:tural variables ' (a) the ecological 

factors at the Community and group level: (b) the tsecio

economic status at the family level; and (c) internal 

structure of the schoo 1 system. 

Ecological Constraint§ 

We are well aware of the fact that most of the 

tribal :population live in an isolated backward reg:f.oJ1. 

And terrain of the region used to be full of streams and 

rivulets. So far as trans:port and communication facility 

is concerned, it is very :poor in tribal areas of India 

in general and Madhya Pradesh in particular. Hence, in 

this kind of backward and isolated region, the Communication 

and geographical factors and the spread of educational 

facilities work as im:portant constraints in the spread of 

formal education (Rathnaiah, 1977: Sujatha, 19871 S'!tyamlal 

1987) • 

The provision of educational facilities within 

the habitation is considered as an important factor in 

p:,sitively contributing to school education. Facilities 

like the availability of a school within the habitation, 
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is considered as an important factor in m::>tivating the 

parents as well as children in making use of the schooling 

~;aci li t1 es. 

According to the Pourth All India educational survey, 

primary schooling facilities are available to 77 percent 

of rural population within the habitation and 90" of children 

in rural areas had these facilities within l l<m. from their 

homes in Madhya Pradesh. As against these only 54% of 

the total population had primary schooling facilities within 

the habitat.! on. Similarly, only 7 2 per: cent of schedules 

tribes p:>pulation had primary schooUng facilities within 

a wallcing distance of 1 lana. (Table VII) • Thus, we can say 

that even in terms of provision of schooling faci li t1 ea. 

scheduled tribes are lagging far bEhind the general 

IX> pulatio n. 

Tab~e VII 

Percentage of Population in Rural Habitations with Primary 
Schools Sections within Habitation and Upto 1 'km. for sr and 
'l'Qt<ll PoeulttiQn in Madhya Pra4esh 

- - - - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
Total Population 

- - - - - - - --- - -
Within 
Habitation 

77.14 

(78.53) 

Upt:o 
ll<'m 

90.17 
( 92 .82) 

Scheduled Tribes - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --lti. thin 
Habitations 

53.93 

(63.96) 

Upto 
1 Kra. 

11.5' 
( 82 .99) 

-- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sources Fourth All India Educational Survey (NCERT) 

Note - The All India Figure are given in parentheses. 
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Percentage of Population in Rural Habitations t1i th Primary 
Schoo !a/Sections within Habitation and upt.o 1 lcm for 
Habitations Predominantly populated by Scheduled Tribes in 
Bastar District, Jhabua District, and Madhya Pradesh. 

- - ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - ~ ~ 

Distance 

- - - - - -
Within the 
habitations 

Upto 
1 krn. 
- - - - - -

Sources 

__ ~e::c!fl!a2e_o! I:O~u!a~~n- ___ .. 

Madhya Pradesh Bastar Jhabua 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - -- - - -
53.9 53.5 50 .tl 

79.5 78.1 74.3 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fourth All India Educational Survey (1978-79) 
s~a~e Tables, Madhya Pradesh, Directorate of Public 
Instruction, Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal. 

Tat! le IX 

.. 

-

-

Percentage of Population in Rural Habitations with Middle Schools/ 
Sections within Habitation and upto 1 km. for Habitations 
Predominantly ~pulated by Scheduled Tribes in Bastar district, 
Jhabua district and Madhya Pradesh. 

- - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ .. - - -
Distan:e Percentage of the tctal :(:Opulation 

Madhya Pradesh Bastar Jhabua 
-----~--------------- ----m. tt.in the 

Habitations 

Upto 
1 lan. 

6.8 

8.2 

7.6 

7 .4 7 ,.5 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SourceJ Fourth All India Educational Survey ( 1978-79), 
State Tables, Madhya Pradesh, Directo.cate of 
Public Instruction, M.adhya Pradesh, BhoPal• 
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After making a comparison between tribes and non

tribes in terms of provisions of educational faci li t1 es, 

now, we are going to make a oompari son between different 

regions in terms of provision of educational faci U t1. es 

of primary and Middle Schools/Sections. If we compare 

Bastar and Jhabua districts with Madhya Pradesh as a unit, 

in terms of provisions of educational facilities in habi ta

Uons predaninantly inhabited by scheduled tribes, we find 

that p~centage of p:)pulation in rura 1 habitations with 

primary schoola/aections within habitation and upto 1 l<m 

is more or less the same in Bastar district as it is found 

at 'the state level. As far as Jhabua district is concerned, 

it is lagging behind both Bastar and ~adhya Pradesh as 

a whole in terms of provisions of educational faci li t1 es at 

the primary school sf sections 18\Tel. We find that p~centage 

of r:opulation in rural habitations with middle schools/ 

sections within habitation and upto 1 ltms. is roore or less 

the sense in Bastar and Jhabua districts as it is found 

at the state level. 

As we have seen that only 54 }:ercent of total tribal 

~pulation in Madhya Pradesh is oovered by the facili t.i es 

of primary schools within their habitations (Table VII). 

The case of Jhabua and Bastar districts is not very different 

from the case of Madhya Pradesh as a whole in terms of 

spread of educational facilities at the primary schoo lsjsectiona. 
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Thus a large number cf tribal children remain deprived 

of primary educational facilities. As a result of it they 

remain illiterate. It is very difficult for the cll1ldren 

in the age-group of 6-11 to go to other village creasing 

the difficult geographical barriers. This is one of the 

im~rtant rC3asons for the slow growth of enrollment and 

literacy aRDng scheduled tribes. F6r overcoming this 

problem. the DhGbar Commission ( 1962) has recommended that 

schools should be established in tribal hllbitations having 

30 children of scht)ol .going_. &CJCI1 and in other case there 

should be ·schools having hostel facilities. It seems that 

the recommendation mado by Dh<abar Comrni ssion in th1 s regard 

has not been implemented in toto. The poor gromh rate 

of enrollment and literacy arnong tribal children is the 

reflection of this fact. 

It is true that unfavourable geographical conditions 

impede educabi 11 ty, but this hurdle could be overcome by 

:troducing the hostel facilities in as many tribal villages 

as possible. Generally. it is found that despite the 

physical distance and the difficult to~graphy. t.he schools 

having ho ste 1 facilities attracted more number of tribal 

students than the schools without hostels (Rathnaiah, 1977: 

Sujatha, 1987) • 

It has also been fo•.md that some groups take advantage 
I 

of the available o pJ:Ortuni ties more than others having thea 

same ecological oonstraints. This happens because of the 
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socio-cultural character! s1 tcs of the concerned groups 

( Rathnai ah, 1977) • 

Socio-Economic Constraintss 

Socio-economic conditions of the family have their 

im:pact on the educability of the children. As discussed 

in Chapter I, the tribal society in India is no longer 

homogenous, hence the spread of education has not been 
amcnr• 

even different strata. It is found that the children 

from the upper socio-economic status groups have been 

utilising the available educational opp:)rtwlities nore than 

the middle and lower socio-economic status groups (Rathnaiah, 

1977: Shah & Patel, 19857 Suj atha, 1987). For instance, 

the children of the upper strata of the Bhi 1 society of 

Madhya Pradesh, Bhilala farmers, big patels, zamindars and 

other well-to-do Bhi ls have been able to go to Schools 

and got ben·efi tted from the f aci li ties like scholarships, 

hostel accomrrodation etc. made available to them by the 

g:>verrnnent {Nai k, 1969) • 

In a tribal society which is economically backward, 

the size of the family has also its impact on the educability 

of the children. This factor becomes crucial at secondary 

level of education. It does not matter at the primary level, 

as the children are not yet fully grown up for assisting 
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the parents in agricultural -work, sParing the children for 

school is not problEmatic. But when the child has to be 

sent to a secondary school, it becomes problematic for Parents 

to spare grown up children for schools who can assist them 

in agricultural work. It is here that size of the family 
of the 

becomes a determin,tning fact:OrL educability of the children. 

It has been seen that educated among Bhi ls tend to come 

from comparatively large sized families. This is also 

supported by Rathnaiah' s study of tribes in Adilabad district 

of Andhra Pradesh (Naik, 1969: Rathnaiah, 1977). Another 

factor which has been constraining the spread of education 

among the tri bals is the pathetic attitude of the parents 

towards the education of the girls. If we compare the tribal 

female literacy rate (3.60 percent) in 1981 with tribal mah 

11 teracy rate 17.74 percent) in 1981 in Madhya Pradesh, 

we find that tribal female is lagging far behind the tribal 

male in the field of education. 

Scho_ol S;tstem as cons.traints 

The educational expansion also depends upon the 

internal structure of the school system. The gaP which 

exists between the tribal social system and the school 

system affects the education adversely, particularly when 

the latter is not adapted to the local surroundings 

(Rathnaiah, 1977; Sujatha, 1987) • The imp:>rtant educational 

lngs which are having d1 rect bearing on the expansion 
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of education in tribal areas are as follows~ 

we are well aware of the fact that unfavourable 

geographical condi. tions and low sOcio-economic level of the 

families act as constraints. Given th.i s fact, even if the 

schoo 1 does not evolve sui table mechanisms to retain the 

children, tltle t1astage would be further accelerated. Thus 

in the schools in the tribal areas of Madhya Pradesh, the 

rate of drop-out was very high,Naik's stUdy of 'Impact of 

Education Among Bhi ls in Madhya Pradesh showed that very 

few children attended school after 5th standard as compared 

to 4.9 percent tribal students upto 5th standard (Nai 'k. 1969) • 

The medium of instruction, contact of education and 

background of teachers also af feet the educability of the 

children. One of the major problens which tribal education 

faces is that they are not taught through their mother 

tongue. Thus, it becomes extremely difficult for the tribal 

students who are studying at the primary level to learn the 

regional language and simultaneously under stand the lessons 

which are taught in the class through regional language 

(Rathnaiah, 1977; Sahay & Vidyarthi, 1980; Si\j atha, 1987) • 

The contents of education are also not related to 

the tribals socio-economic and cultural life and thus it is 

quite ali en to them. That is why contents of books do 

not make any significant impact on the tribal students and 

the lessons become insipid for the students residing in , 

different ecological conditions, having different economy 

and socio-cultural history of their own (Rathnaiah, 1977; 

Suj atha, 1987) • 
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Thus, all the three major structural vari~bles play 

their own rale in the operation of inequality of educational 

op:t:ortuni ty at various levels. But the most significant 

and determining strootural variable is the socio-economic 

constraint. 
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CHAPl'ER IV 

EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY 

This chapter analyses the nature of occupational 

_change a~ng the scheduled tribes of Madhya Pradesh with 

special reference to a shift from traditional agricultural 

and allied occupations to modern ones. Modern occupations 

are those occupations which reqUire certain m:l.nim\lrl education

al qualifications. we will also explore the nature of 

linkages which exists between the growth of education 

and occupational l'ft:)bili ty. 

The Tribal EcOnomY 

The structure of tribal economy in Madhya Pradesh 

is predominantly agricultural which is operated with primi-
(' 

t1 ve tools and implements. As agriculture of tribal 

Madhya Pradesh is backward, so they have to look for other 

occupational avenues, which they find in the form of agri

cultural labourers, forest lalx>tu::ers, xoad and railway 

construction workers. Still, more than 90 percent form the 

primary sector of the economy. The other avenues of 

occupation such as manufacturing industries other than 

household, construction, trade and commerce, transp::,rt 

and storage and otht!l:' activities taken together enqage less 
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than 10 percent of the workers. The ~r involvement of 

tribal workers in the secondary and tertiary sectors of 

the economy denotes the back\fardness of tribal economy 

on the one hand and insignificant role of modern methods 

of occupation in their economic life on the other. 

The triba:l. areas of Madhya Pradesh have been industrially 

very backward in the past. It was only durinq the last 

three-four decades that a number of heavy industries have 

come up. But the tribal falt\illes could hardly get any 

substantial economic advantage from the growth of heavy 

industries • By now, the hope of planners and administrators 

that the 1 ndustrialization of the tribal areas would holp 

in improving the socio-economic status of the tribal 
~ 

comnuni ty has also belled to a large extent. Instead of 

improving their lot, the major industrial proj Eets located 

fn tribal areas of Madhya Pradesh, have uprooted them from 

their houses. These industrial p:ojects have failed to 

provide employment op~rtlmities to all those who were 

uprooted (Rat.Sada, 1984 : 172-73). ~.,or instance, the large 

scale acquisition of land for Bhi lai Steel Plant, l<orba 

Thermal Power Station has uprooted the triba ls living in 

those areas as many of thEm who have not been rehab! 1i tated 

on land,. have gone for manual labour on construction site'!s. 

This has generated a new outlook on life which 1 s dominated 

by insecurity and aPprehensions about employment after the 

completion of construction work (Ashfaq Ali, 1973' 167) • 

Moreover, the attitude of the prcj e:::t/public sector admini stra

ti on has been negative towards the tribals in terms of 
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absorbing them in the various industries.. They think 

that thei. r resp:>nsibili ty to the tribals ends with the 

Payment of the compensation for the acquisition of their 

land. It is true that their rehabilitation p:,ses a serious 

problems for the administration which may divert the 

attention and resources of the proj 13Ct/public sector 

management from thel.r own developnent. However, some 

training prograJl\mes can be conducted for the uprooted tribals 

so that majority of them could be absorbed as sl<:l.lled and 

semi~sldlled workers in that industry (Raizada, 1984' 173). 

In this context, we can also cite case studies from tribal 

Bihar. By and large, the modern industrialization progra

mmes in Chotanagpur have fa.i led to improve the lot of the 

tribal people of the region. They have not been provided 

with sKilled jobs in industrial establishments due to lack 

of requisite trainings and sl<ills. In spite of the great 

sacrifice which they had to make in terms of their means 

of subsistence and house for the industrial developrrent, in 

turn, they neither got employment in the industries nor some 

other alternative employment opp:>rtwU. ties were created 

for them. Hence, industrial developnent instead of improving 

the lot of the tribal people, led to deterioration in the 

employment conditions of the tribals of Chotanagp:JI. On 

the basis of the findings of this study, it can be said 

that industrialization and accompanying regional socio-economic 

prosperitY is not necessarily synonymous with the tribal 
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areas/people. On the other hand, the industrial develop

ma'lt has widened the gap between the mass of p;,or tribals 

and microscoPic minority of elite on the one hand and 

affluent tribals and non-tribals on th4! othec (Sachchidananda 

197 2 s 1''~8: Singh, 1986 s 27 5) • 

OccuECUJ.onal qhanq!,- A !fh~ft& fro.m trA,dit;1onal 
OccuJ?At!.on.s to Modern One!.• 

we have already ref erred to occupational rrobi li ty as 

the rrovement of individuals, families or groups from one 

occupation to another ( Blau, 1967) • we have followed 

this definition of occupational rrobility for our purPose. 

We consider the phEnomena of occupational mobility as a 

shift of tribal worX:l.ng force from traditional agricultural 

and allied occupations to modern occupations. In a 

Iarticular society, people•s occupational mobility may be 

considered as one of the im:P;:>rtant indicators of their 

chaning socio-economic strtJ:ture. Occupational rrobility 

is associ a ted with income level, social status and parsona 1 

satisfaction {Singh, 19861 213). 

Now, we are ta~ng up the case of changes in occupa

tional pattern of scheduled tribes of Madhya Pradesh over 

a period of time. ~,or this purpOse, we are going to use 

primarily the data from the census of 197.1. and 1981. In 

1971 and 1981 censuo large number of persons have been 
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grouped under other activities. Similarly, emplOyment 

under mining, quarrying, livestock and forestry, hunting, 

pldntation, orchards etc. is given together. In the 

following table classification of workers am::>ng agriculture, 

mining, quarry! ng, livestock, forestry, etc. household 

industry, trade and commerce, transpOrt and communication 

and other categories is given. Following the pattern 

as adopted by the Directorate General of Employment and 

Training, Government of India, we have divided the economic 

sector into primarY, secondary and tertiary categories. 

The primary sector consists of the census industrial cate

gories of cultivator, agricultural labourer, livestock, 

hunting, mining and quarrying etc. The secondary sector 

consists of the census industrial categories of household 

industry, manufacturing (other than household industry) 

and construction. The tertiary sector includes the 

industrial categories of trade and commerce, transr:ort and 

communication and other services. 

The change in the occupational structure of the 

scheduled tribes of Madhya Pradesh during 1971-81 indicates 

a JX)sitive transformation, there is a fall of roore than 2.4 

per cent in the proi=Ortion of primary workers, on 'the one 

one hand, whereas the percentage of secondary and tertiary 

workers have increased by 1.82 and 0 .62 percent, respectively 

on the other. The details.of change in occupational 

str~ture of different categories is given in Table I. It is 

noteworthy that each category of secondary sector as well 
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Table I 

Change in Occupational Structure of the Scheduled 
Tribes W:?rkers in Madhya Pradesh 

- - - - - -
Occupation 
'Yo of workers 
- - - - - -
Cultivators 

Agricultural 
labourers, 
Livestock, 
Forestry 

Htr.ting and 
allied 
activities 

Mining and 
Quarrying 

Primary 
Sector 
- - - - -
Household 
Industry 

Other than 
household 
Industry 

-

-

-

-

Co nstr uctio n 

- -

- -

- -

- -
Secondary Sector 
- - -
Trade and 
Commerce 

- - -

Transport, 
Storage and 
Communication 

Other services 

Tertiary sector 

Total 

-

- - - - -
1971 

- - - - -
62.15 

33 .2 5 

0.97 

- - -

- - -

- - -
1981 
- - -
60.83 

31.4 5 

1.35 

( in percentage) - - - - - - - - - - .. 
Change in 1971-81 

- - - - - - - - - -
-1.32 

-1.8 

+0 .38 

0 .49 0 .87 +0 .38 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -

-

-

-

96.9 

-
0 .77 

0.41 

0.22 
-

-

- -
1.4 
- -

0 .21 

0.21 

1.28 

- -

- -

- -

-

-

-

94.5 

-

-
-

- -
0.92 

0.92 

1.38 - -
3.22 
- -
0.42 

0.39 

-

-
-

1.51 

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - -
1.7 

- - - - - - - - - - -
100 100 

-2.4 

- - - - - - - - - -

+0 .22 

+0 .51 

+1.16 
- - - - - - - - - -

+1.82 
- - - - - - - - - -

+0 .21 

+0 .18 

t-0 .23 

+0.62 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Source~ Census of India, 1971 & 1981. 
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as tertiary s~ctor has recorded an increase in their 

proportion in 1981 as compared to 1971. However, the 

increase is only marginal. There has bean a notable 

increase in construction work ( + 1.16%) during the 1971-81. 

That is why we find that increasing number of tribal peopl~ 

in Madhya Pradesh aro be:l.ng snploy~d as construction ~rkers 

in rail ways and roads. Th~ extent of transformation in 

occupational structurQ is also a good index of occupational 

mobility. Because tho movemGnt of individuals or groups 

from one occupation to anoth ~ in an economic syst~ is 

known as occupational mobi 11 ty. But thCD shift of tribal 

people from th~ traditional occupations to rrodern occupations, 

raises an im~rtant question, namely, whether this shift is 

an indication of upward occupational mobil! ty and whether 

education makes any sllbstantial contribution to it. The 

occupational mobility in tribal occupational context shows 

the degree to which the members of per tribal fandly are in 

non-agricultural occupation. Basically, it gives an 

idea about the time period, how old is the practic~ of non

agricultural occupation in tribal communi ties of Madhya 

Pradesh in particular and Inc:iia in general. 

on the basis of Table -I we are in a position to saY 

that still
1
agriculture and allied activities, i.e., 

primary sector is the main source of employment. If we go 

by our own definition of occupational i.e,, a shift from 
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traditional and allied occupations to ncdern ones, then 

we find that there has been a very little occupational 

rrobi li ty of schedule:! tribes of Madhya Pradesh during 

the PEriod 1971-fH. One of the pl&usible reasons for 

this can be a-igned to the relatively slow rate of indus

trialization of the tribal belts of Madhya Pradesh unlike. 

the tribal belts of Bihar. 

Education And Occupational Mob! U ty 

The job asPiration of educated tribals gives some 

indication of the employment op~rtunities that are aspired 

for.Tribal students have high job asPirations and majority of 

them have expressed a desired to seek new camploym Ent 

opp:,rtuni ties rather than continue w1 th traditional occupa

tions. In a study of Mcidhya Pradesh students, it tfas found 

that 83 percent of school students and 92 percent of College 

students did not want to enter their father•s occupations 

(Naik and Sinha. 1975 & 71-2). Sachchidananda has also 

conducted a study regarding the doh asPirations of 'tribal 

students of Bihar, in which he fotmd high occupationa 1 asPira

tions existing aJ'l'IOn9 tribal students. Majority of them 

wanted to break away from thelr fathers• occupation (Sachchi

danandn, 1974) • A major! ty of tribal students wish to rrt)Ve 

away from fathers• occupations, aspire for government services. 

For instance, 66 percent tribal schools students and 63 

percent co lleqe.- nuudon ~e -have ,tbca.br first p~:ef erence for 
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goverrrn ent service. On the other hand, while 5 pEICent 

school students and 27 percent colleges students have their 

first preference for private sector and only 9 parcent 

school students and 30 percent college students have their 

first preference for self-employment (Naik and Sinha, 1975s 

(f7 -88) • 

The high aspiration for government services may be 

due to the fact that in many tribal areas only jobs that 

are available are 9=>vernm ant services. Besides, the 

constitution of Ind1a also provides some safeguards regard

ing their employment. In sociological parlance, these 

constitutional provisions which give the scheduled C:ribes 

some privileges with regard to their educational and 

employment problems are known as '}:Osi t.ive discrimination'. 

Article 16(4} provides for .. reservation in eP}:Ointment 

in favour of the backward class citizens who, in the oPinion 

of the state, are not adequately represented in the servicesn. 

Article 335 stipulates that "the claims of the scheduled 

castes and schedul~ tribes shall be taken into consideration 

while making app:>intments in the services, consistently with 

the maintenance of efficiency in administration". In the 

services and PJSts under the control of the Union Govern

ment, 5% vacancies were reserved for the members of 

scheduled tribes with regard to direct recrui. tment. Recently 

this has been raised from 5% to 7~%. 
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Representation of Scheduled Tribes 
in the Governmtnt ~rvices 

There are three trends in education of scheduled 

tribes that affect their occupdtional opl):)rtuni ties and 

thereby upward rnobi li ty. Fi ratly is the decreasing 

representation of tribal students at successively higher 

levels of education. secondly, .they cluster in al')j around 

liberal science degree. And thirdly they are largely 

found in less prestigious institutions and perform t:Oorly 

in examiJ:lation. Hence, their representation in prestigious 

and highly paid jobs is likely to be relatively p:>or. 

Class I and Class II services usually require a relatively 

higher level of education, graduation degree as minim~.~n. 

The minimum educational qualifications required for the 

clas3 III jobs are lower. And the minimum educational 

qualifications requi. red for the class IV services are the 

lowest. If acqUiring of education le:ids to occupationa 1 

mobility, an increase in the n~Jnber of educated tribals 

as well as g::>vernment•s policy of reservations should 

result in their increased representation in the services. 

If factors other than education play a prominent role in the 

employment of the scheduled tribes, than an increase in 

the number of educated tribes would not necessarily 

result in a prop:,rtionate increase in the number of those 

employed in services particularly those that reqUi. re certain 

mi nimU'll educationa 1 qualifications. There should also be 

some trend towards reaching parity with the non-tribals 
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in terms of a pro .P::>rtionate representation of educated 

tribes in the various categories of jobs according to 

their representation in the total ~pulation. Table II, 

however, shows that this is not the case. 

Table I.I 

Representa,tion of s,cheduleg Trib!S J,n central Gpvernment 

Services in 1971 and 1981. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Cate<}:>ries Percentage of Schedule::) Tribes to Total 

1971 1981 Change in 1971-1981 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. Class I 0 .41 1.12 0.71 

2. Class II 0 .43 1.31 o.ee 

3. Class III 1.77 3.16 1.39 

4. Class IV 3-93 5.07 1.14 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sources' (a) ~trJ,ot, New Delhi, 21 A U9'.1St 1972. 

(b) Sl?yam la 1, Educatign Arrong Tribe§, PP• 126-127. 

we see that scheduled tribes are poorly represented in 

the various catec;pri es of Centra 1 government services. This 

is more so in the case of Class I and Class II which have 

a relatively higher socio-economic status when compared to 

class III and class IV services. In 1971· as well as in 

1981, the percentage of tribals in Central government 

--
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services tends to increase as we move from Class I to 

Class IV jobs. However, in none of the categories of jobs, 

reserved quotas have been filled by the scheduled tribes. 

If we make a comparison of the two years, it further indica

tes that there has been no substantial increase in the 

employment of scheduled tribes in the varia •.ls categories 

of jobs, during this period. 

The Commission for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 

( 196S-66) points out that in view of the special efforts 

made by the Government to promote education from primary 

to p:>st-matric level there should be no shortage of candidates 

for non-technical :p:,sts. Even filling up of semi-technical 

:p:,sts should not be a problem because seats are reserved for 

scheduled tribes in the most of the technical institutions. 

However, in reality the picture is different. It has been 

observed that when a post requiring technical qualifications 

is to be filled up, recrUiting authorities as well as the 

employment exchanges often say that suitable scheduled tribe 

candidates with the required qualifications are not available 

( Nambi ssan, 197 8$ 9~) .. 

In Madhya Pradesh 18% of vacancies in class I and II 

1=0sts and 20% in class III and class IV posts are reserved 

for menbers of sch~uled tribes. However, t.he actual 

representation of scheduled tribes has been very low in 

all classes of :rosts. The following table shews the actual 
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representation cf scheduled tribes employees in various 

cate'=J)ri es of services under the government c f Madhya 

Pradesh. 

Table III 

The Reservation Provided and the Actual Representation of 

Scheduled Tribe§ in Different Classes of Posts in ~t.P. on 

1-1-1986 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In Percentage 

Class I Class II Class II I Class IV 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Reservation 
Provided 18 18 20 20 

Actual 1·04 2.44 9.45 8.67 
Representation 

- -

- -

So ·2:ces Rerort 9£ the ~mm1 ssion for Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Trib~s, Eighth ReB>rt (April 1985- March 1 86) 

we see from Table II I that the percentage of the tribals in 

state government services increases as we move from 

Class I to class IV jobs. Besides, in none of the categories 

of jobs, reserved qootas have been filled by the schedula:i 

tribe candidates. In this context, the Dhebar Commission 

has recomrn Ended that efforts should be made to absorb 
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all the candidates having the reqUired qualifications 

(1962). The commissioner for scheduled castes and 

scheduled tribes has also recommended the setting up of 

sPecial employment cells which would help in enforcing 

the :t=olicy of reservations for the tribals in the 

vario·.1s categories of services (1969-70). 

OccuPational Chg.nge And Mobi llty -
Baster And JhabuQ 

The Bhills and the Gonda are the major tribes of 

Jhabua and Bastar respectively. At present, the Bhi ls 

are basically an agricultural people., although they 

were hunters in the past. The poor condition of 

soil, small holdings of land and underdevelOped methods 

of agriculture have made cultivation a lone, inadequate for 

subsistence thro•..tghout the year. Hence., they are forced 

to seek other subsi,diary so•..1rces of income. Such income is 

labour and agricultural labour. Here we nre tal<ing up 

the case of Jhabua. In Jhabua also Bhi ls are primarily 

agriculturists, altho ugh labour economy has also made its 

appearance in this region. As forests are declining many 

Bhi ls work as labourers on railways and roads. B~ls 

also migrate during Apri 1-Hay to september-October in search 

of manual labour on railway and roads constr'.lction - parti 

cularly in region around Nagda and Ujj ain and oome adjoining 

parts of the Gujrat state. It aPPa:!.rs that the economy 

of the Bhi ls in this region is considerably de~ndent on 
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laoour economy. Thus it is fo·.md that the economy of the 

the Bhils has shifted slowly from an agriculture and 

hunting economy to labour economy (Naik, 1969; 212; Chakt;a

barti and Mukherji, 1971' 98-10 1) • 

Majority of the Gonds also are cultivators. Their 

tradi tiona 1 system of cultivation (shifting cultivation) 

is known as bewar or bimra in Madhya Pradesh. Nowadays 

plough cultivation is widely practised though shifting 

cultivation is carried out in hill areas. A large section 

of Gonds is engaged in agriculture, on roads and in 

forests. The subsistence economy of Gonds is cultivation 

which is often supplemented by hunting, fishing and 

collecting (Chakraborti and Mukherji 1 1977). After 

comparing the Bhi ls and the Gonds in terms of th~r occupa

tions, we have come to the conclusion that majority of the 

worl<ing force from both the tribes are absorbed in the 

;-primary sector of the economy. MorEOver, it also 

r:roves the ass'..lmption that the tribal occupation is not 

only determin~ by ~'.lcation but als::> factors other than 

edu::ation play their role. We say this thing beca'.lse in 

terms of literacy, there is a wide gap between Gonds and 

Bhils, as we have already shown in Chapter III (Table II). 

However, in toarms of occupations, we hardly find any 

substantia 1 dif rer ence between these two tribes • 

7he shift of tribal people from the traditional occupa

tions to modern occupationn which require certain minimum 
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educational qualificntions, is generally taken as an 

indication of occupational mobility. This can be shown 

through the presentation of data on change in occupational 

structure of the sche:iuled tribe workers 1 n Bastar and 

Jhabua district during the period 1971-81. The lin'kage 

of education and occupational !TObility will be shown by 

establishing the relationships between the literacy rates 

and the change in occupational pattern of scheduled tribes 

in both the districts. 

As we have already shown in Chapter II that there 

is a wide gap between the literacy rates of tribes of 

Bastar and Jhabua. The tribes of Bastar are more 

advanced edocationally than that of Jhabua. 

However, if one takes a look at the occupational 

pattern of Scheduled Tribes of 'both the districts, it 

gives more or less the same picture {Table IV and V) • 

This implies that the linkage between education and occ upa

tional mobility is not very strong. Further it is an 

indication of imp:>rtant in£ l•.1ence of other factors than 

education on the pattern of occupational rnobi li ty. 

The change in the occupational structure of the pre

dominantly tribal districts of Bastar and Jhabua during 

1971-81, indicated, a r:osi tive ua.nsformation, '!.here are 

fall of more than 1.13 percent in Bastar and o.S3 percent 

in Jhabua in the prop:>rtion of primary workers on the one 

hand, ,whereas the percentage of secondary and tertiary 
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Table IV 

Change in Occupation Structure of the Schedule::! Tribes 
Worka-s in Bastar Distr~ct in Madhya Prade 

In percentage 

- - - - - - -
Occupation 
% of \<.rorkers 

- - - - - -
Cultivators 

Agricu1 tura1 
LabO'.lrer s, 
Livestock, 
Forestry. 

Hunting and 
allied 
activities 

Mining and 
Quarrying 

-

-

-

Primary Sector 

- -

- -

-

-

- -
1971 

- -
78.33 

18.87 

0.52 

- - -

- - -

-

-

- - -
1981 

- - -
eo .41 

15.54 

0.63 

- - -
- - -

- - - -
Change in 
1971-1981 

- - -
+2 .o8 

-3.33 

o.11 

0 .19 0 .20 +0 .o 1 

- - - -

- - -

~ ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -
97.91 96.78 -1.13 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -
Household Indus
tries 

Other than 
Household 
Industry 

Construction 

Secondary Sector 

0.59 

0.13 

0.11 

- - ... -
0.83 

0.44 

0.35 

0.63 

1.42 

-o .15 

+0 .22 

t{}. 52 

- - - - - - ... -
+0 .59 

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Trade and 
Commerce 

Trans~rt, 
Storage and 
Communi cation 

Oth e:r Services 

0.12 

0.92 

0.24 +0 .07 

0.25 +0 .13 

1.21 +0 .29 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tertiary Sector 1.21 1.7 +0 .49 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 

Total 100 100 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Source' Census of India 1971 & 1981. 
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Table v 

Change in CDcc~pa.tional Str IJCture of the Schedul a1 
Tribe Workers in Jhubua District in Madhya Pradesh 

-~----- ------- In percentage - - - - - - - ~ - -
Occupation 1971 1981 Change in 1971-81 
% of workers 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 

Cultivators 88.68 89.99 ... 1.31 

Agricultural 
Labourers 8.74 6.96 - 1.78 

Hunting and allied a .7 4 a.48 - G .26 
activities 

Mining and 
Quarrying a .al a .21 ... a .2a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Pri rrary Sector 98.17 97 .64 - aw53 

- - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - -- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ho useho 1d Indus
try 

Other than 
Household 
Industry 

Construction 

Secondary Sector 

a .14 

0 .a7 

a .as _____ .. 
a.26 

a .a9 

a .19 

a.47 - .. - - -
a .7S 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Trade & 
Commerce 

Transport, 
Storage and 
Communication 

Other services 

Tertiary sector 

a .11 a .3a 

0.21 0.19 

1.19 1.a8 - - - - - - - - - - -
1.51 1.57 

-o .as 

f-0 .12 

+0 .42 

f-0 .49 

f-0 ·19 

-o .21 

-o .11 

+0 .a6 - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total laO 100 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

So•1rce1 Census of India, 1971 and 1981 
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workers have increased by 0.59 and 0.49 in Bastar and o .49 

and 0 .o6 in Jhabua, respectively, on the other. The 

detai 1 of change in occupational structure of differett 

categories of both the districts are given in Table IV 

mid V. It is true that most of the categories of secondary 

as well as tertiary sector have recorded an increase in 

both the districts in 1981 as compared to 1971. However, 

the increase is only nominal. Thus it can be inferred 

from Table IV and V that the occupational pattern of 

scheduled tribes in Bastar and Jhabua is not very different 

from the occupational pattern of the scheduled tribes 

of Madhya Pradesh as a whole. 

Hence, the tribal economy is a uni-sectoral economy. 

In order to accelerate the economic deve lopnent of the· 

tribal areas it has to be diversified. In the scheduled 

areas, the secondary sector needs greater and sPecific 

attention along with primary sector to bring about sustained 

growth of the tribal economy. If we are really interested 

in relieving the pressure on land in the tribal areas and 

provide gainful employment to employable surplus there 

the only way is the developnent of the non-agricultural 

sector. The poor state of tribal economy cannot be 

attributed to the sheer negligence of a particular trade 

or activity but 1 s the result of ctnulative ef feet of 

all depressed activities. The remedy of the prob lans lies 

in all round developnent by exploi tJ.ng local resources, 
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introducing new trade and technique, sui table to their 

culture and traditions (Jaiswal 1979s 108). 

In this chapter, we have made an attempt to show 

that tribal economy is still uni-gectoral, i.e, primarily 

based on agriculture and allied activities. The primary 

sector continued to absorb more thdn 90 percent of the 

tribal working force. Thus, according to our definition 

of occupational mobility, there has been negligible occupa

tional mobility of the Scheduled tribes of Madhya Pradesh 

during the period 1971-81. 

Job asPirations of educated tribals have beal very 

high. There has been the constitutional provisions regarding 

job reservations for the scheduled tribes in all categories 

cf c;pvernm ent services. Even so the representation 

of the scheduled tribes is very J;X:>or partie ular ly in the 

services having higher socio-economic status. Thus it 

can be said that mere educational growth is not a 

sufficient condi ti.on for occupational mobility. There 

is a need to study oth:e r factors than educational 

qualifications, if we want to have a true picture of the 

problem of occupational mobility of the tribal people. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

0 ur work has de a 1 t with the various dimensions of the 

process of education and .occupational m:::>bi li ty among the 

sch ejuled tribes of Madhya Pradesh. we observed the 

changing nature of tribal society where the process of 

urbanization, industrialization and the development of modern 

means of communication and transp:,rt have introduced. some 

economic and socio-cultural changes since Independence. 

As a result of these changes some modern occupations 

reqUiring a certain minimum lev-el of educational qualifJi.

cations have been introduced in tribal areas. If tribal 

youth wish to enter into these modern occupations which 

could mean upward occupational mobility for then, they wi 11 

have to avail of educational op~rtunities. 

This link between education and occupational mobility 

has been repeatedly emphasized by administrators, planners 

and f:Oli tical leaders in our. country. Thel.r thinldng 

rest heavily on the assLtnption that •the equalizing 

effects of education can counter the disequalizing forces 

inherent in the free market system{Bowles, 1977 ~ 137). 

That is why sociologists as well as p:,li ticinns have 

succLrnbed to this ooctrine and rep;,sed implicit faith in 

education as an imp:,rtant factor for alleviating social 

inequalities. However, our work tells us a different 

story. Thus, a need arose for ~ak:i.ng mc.:ny economic and 
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.socio--cultural factors other than education into account 

while dealing with the nature of occupational mob! li ty in 

tribal Madhya Pradesh. 

As we have already mentioned in Chapter I, t.he 

tribe is not a monolithic entity. Hence, the introdUction 

of formal education anong tribes at different socio-economic 

and cultural lwels would evoke differential resJ;Onses 

among them. Two im~rtant preconditions for utilizing 

available f aci 1i ties and special programme of assistance 

for education by an individual are that he is aware of availa

ble facilities and special programmes of assistance and that 

he perceives the imp:>rtance of acquiring education. ld.ke 

any other state, in Madhya Pradesh also the stage of socio

economic developnent of the tribe has ·an imp:>rtant in£ luence 

on the educational developnent. It has been found that a 

gap exists in the developnent of education not only between 

different tribes but also between different strata of the 

same tribe. For instance, the children of the upper strata 

of Bhil society have been able to go to School and take 

advantage of scholarships and hostel faciUties made avialble 

to the tribals by the government, more than the lower and 

middle socio-economic status groups (Naik, 1969) • 

~imi larly, in a tribal study of Andhra Pradesh it has been 

found that the Pradhans and Dr.oti s who are better repre

sented in schools are more acculturated than the others 



(Rathnaiah, 1977). In another tribal study of Gujarat 

which observed a strong and p:,si tive relationship between 

social class and educational attainment, it has been found 

that those belonging to higher social classes have taken 

a greater advantage of government assistance for education 

than their counterparts frcm the lower social classes 

(Shah and Patel, 1985) • 

There is a wide gaP between the cultural system 

values and skills of the tribal people and the cultu·ral 

system, values and s~lls imparted by the School. Hence, 

the medium of instruction, the ·content of education 

and the social background of the tribal children would 

play an imJ:Ortant part in the success of western education 

at"'''ng the tribes. The above mentioned socio-cultural 

and economic factors not only determine the entry of the 

tribal children into formal education but also thEilr reten-

tion in it and the level of achievement attained. They 

thus define the extent of 1 neq'..la 11 ty of &3 ucational 0 p:J;o r -
in 

tuni ty'~ the tribal context. 

One of the im:r.ertant hurdles which comes in the 

sPread of education among the tribals is the ma:Jil.iTI of 

instruction. In rrost of the cases, the formal education 

is imparted to then in the regional language which they 

do not adequately understand. It has been recommended 

that the tribals should be taught 1 n thef. r mother tongue at 

least at the primarY stage and only later on the regional 
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language should be introduced (Elwin, 1963) • 

Another major problem which the tribal education 

has been facing is the alien nature of the content cf 

education. They often see formal education as 

irrelevant to the socio-economic needs of thelr society. 

Hence in order to promote education among tribes, it is 

necessary that they should be provided with adequate 

financial assistance and also make them aware of the 

immediate economic benefit which can accrue from education. 

Thus both economic and soci-cultural factors determine to 

a certain extent the success or otherwise of the tribal 

children in the school. 

One of the significant ecological constraints which 

determines the educability of the tribal children is the 

spread of educational facilities. As we have already 

shown in Chaf)ter III that even on this front tribals are 

relatively deprived in comJ;e.rison to non-tribals. As a 

result
1 

a majority of tribal children remain illiterate. 

(; 

::,or the last four decades, the government has been 

follow~ng a policy of 1 }:0sitive discrimination in order to 

promote the educational and economic interests of the 

weaker sections including the scheduled tri bes•. The 

constitution also recognises the need for special 

attention to the weaker sections and thus directs the state 
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to promote with sPecial care the educational and, economic 

interests of weaker sections, in particular, schedule:! 

castes and sche:!uled tribes • (Artie le 46) • The government 

has launched various programmes to rrotivate and assist the 

scheduled tribes to obtain education. For instance, the 

'National Policy On .d:ducation 1986' has also emphasized th~· 

aspect of • Education for Equal! ty' • A whole section of 

the doc~ ent is devoted to this aspect. Beginning with 

the na::essity of attending to the sPa::ific need~ of those ~ 
·, 

have been deprived so far, the JX>licy spells our strategies 

for expanding education among scheduled castes, scheduled 

tribes, minorities and the handicapped. The goal of JX)l!Cy 

would be to bring different groups at par with one another. 

Despite the efforts made by the government, the education 

of scheduled tribes in Madhya Pradesh is relatively poor when 

compared with non-tribal :population of the state. The tribes 

ar~ living under acute poverty and they are also at a lower 

stage of a::onomic develo~ent. They cannot spare thel.r child-

ren who are economic assets for sending schools. So far as 

hi qher education is concerned, it does not attract many of then, 

because it can give economic benefits tc them, only after a 

long gestation .period. Unti 1 or unless the immediate economic 

benefit is seen they attach low value to education. 

As per our assltnpticn the shift of tribal working 

force from traditional agricultural and allied occupations 

to modern ones can be taken as an indication of occupational 

mobility. Mcbi li ty of the scheduled tribes depend not only 
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on education but also on the absorption of the equcated 

tribals in m::>dern occupations. The change in the 

occupational structure of the tribal Pe:lPle of Madhya 

Pradesh registers a positive transformation. It implies 

that there has been a shift from the traditional agri

cultural occupations to modern occupations. Hence, this 
of 

should be an indicationfocc:iupational mobil! ty. However, 

as we have already shown ·in chapter IV that the 

magnitude of change in·the occupational structure of 

the schedule] tribes is marginal. t;ven if there has been 

a shift it has been from agricultural labour to 

construction labour. The number of tribals employe:3 in 

the g:,vernment jobs, which is the largest employES:' of 

the educated manp::>wer, fcmm only small percentage of the 

~~al omployo~o engaged therein. Moreover, an interesting 

fact about the tribal employees in g:,vernment 

is that the largest concentration of the tribals are to be 

found in class III and IV jobs which have a lower 

socio-economic status. At trJ.s juncture, a pertinaut 

question arises, whether a shift of the tribals from 

agricultural ldbo urers to unsk:i.lle:3 manual industrial 

workers should be considered as a case of occupational 

mobility or not. We think that it is not a case of 

vertic a 1 occupational mobi l±ty with which we are basically 

concerned r ath er it i s a ca. se of horizon ta 1 rrobili ty. 

The social background plays a significant role even in 
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the matter of employment of tribal youth. we find that 

in sPite of the growing n I.JT\ber of scheduled tribes w'l':lo have 

the required educational qualifications and high job aspira

tions, the vacancies that are reserved in the various cate

gories of governma1t services have not been filled by the 

tribals. This gives rise to the possibility that educated 

youth from tribal areas who are for the first time thrown 

into free competition for jobs with the non-tri bals may be 

judged unsuitable for jobs by prospective employers in urban 

i nd •..1stri al society. The employer • s standards being urban 

biased. Thus, it is possible that the tribal candidates, 

i h many cases would be unfit from the employer• s standard. 

In the beginning, the process d. industrialization and 

urbanization in tribal areas had generated a great deal of 

hope among social anthropologists, planners, administrators 

and :politicians. They asslXned that these processes would 

serve as a panacea for the tribal problems. However, their 

hopes have been belied to a large extent, within few years. 

It was hoped that the growth of industries in tribal areas 

would open up avenues of anployma1t for all those tribals 

who have been displaced by the process of industrial expans

ion. However, it did not happen, not only because they lacked 

requisite educational qualifications skills and trainings 

essential for ski lla:i non-manual jobs but also due to the 

discriminatory approach adopted by employers towards tribal 

candidates. Since the level of industrial developnent i·n tribal 
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areas of Madhya Pradesh has been minimal, conditions of 

occupational mobility also do not ex1 st. Thus the tribals 

ha\·e been only able to S'..lpply manual unsl<illed workers 

and have not achieved occupational mobi U ty, on the other 

hand s~ lled jobs have gone in favour of non-tribals. 
{' 

In recent times, one of the imp:,rtant avenues of 

status enhancement of the educated tribals has been in the 

field of political leadership. Modern Panchayati Raj 

institutions and formal education have made an imp:>rtant 

contribution in this regard. The tribal people are becoming 

mere conscious of the value of education in relation to 

leadership than in anything else. As a result, the educated 

Bhi ls have become very popular even in the traditional 

Panchayats where previously only traditional leaders 1i ke 

Pahan, Mahto etc. used to have any say. Today they play 

an active role in the political and social life of the tribal 

village (Naik, 1969). The establishment of the modern 

to the educated Bhi ls for assuming the leadership role. 

Previously, the leadership was the monopoly of a particular 

clan or the clan of original settlers of the village. Now 

we find that the P30Ple are sending more and more of their 

educated members to these polltical bodies in order to 

adapt this new social mechanisms to their own systems. 

In the procesS, larger number of educated tribals are engagad 

in these modern grassroot political institutions which 

enhance their social status as well. wen an indepth study 

of the revival and reformist movements particularly in 
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in terms of leader ship throws some light on the role 

of educated tribals. It has been found that all' 

the Bhi ls who have led these movements were educated to 

some extent (Na.i. K., 1969) • 

While dealing with the nat•z:e of 1 Inequallty of 

Bducational OPIX>rtlll'lity• and the linkages which exist between 

it and occupational mobility, broadly we have observed 

two things. ....•':l.r stly, the growth of tribal education has 

been tardy and the magnitude of occupational mobility has 

been ne:;Jligible. Secondly, the linkages between <edu:ation 

and occupational rrobi li ty are not strong. On the other hand, 

both education and occupational rrobi lity are determined 

by the larger socio-cultural dnd economic processes 

of the society. 
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